Harriers finish poorly in soggy New England's

By Buzz Moylan

Monday's torrential downpour transformed Franklin Park into a veritable quagmire for the running of the fifty-seventh annual New England Intercollegiate Athletic Association Cross Country Championships. Art Dolong of Holy Cross managed to prevail against the elements to repeat as individual champion. The nationally ranked harrier posted a time of 24:15, quite excellent under the circumstances. UConn won the team title with 46 points.

The group addresses itself to problem areas such as agricultural health care, urban planning, pollution, and education will be addressed.

The conference will attempt to air a wide range of viewpoints. Among those who will participate are John Gurley, professor of the Department of Economics at Stanford; Richard Barnet, co-director of the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington; Fannie Lou Hamer, co-founder of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party; Thomas Eagleton, Senator from Missouri; Noam Chomsky, professor of Linguistics at MIT; Seymour Melman, conversion-authority and Professor of Industrial Engineering and Management at Columbia; James Houghton, director of Fight Back in New York City; Edith Green, congressional representative from Oregon and a member of the House Committee on Education; Andre Core, French economist; and William Brenbaum, president of Staat, Island Community College. Others who may appear include Ernst Mandel, Belgian Marxist economist; and Carl Oglesby.

The schedule of the conference is designed to give airing of as many views as possible. The evening of December 3 will be spent on keynote address. The following day will present discussions on the conversion of industry—from affluent and depleting sectors. The evening will feature some 30 seminars on specific conversion topics. The following day will close the conference, with panel discussions about conversations about conversion and higher education.

The group addresses itself to the reactions to the November Actions. One of the more prominently expressed opinions was that NAC had not addressed the people it was trying to convert, but that the militant action was needed to stir the community. It was argued that NAC proved itself to be more responsible than many had expected and that the relationship of the project was that the Thursday night action was a veritable quagmire for the spiritual and nearly his life. Frosh do better
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